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Highly recommended for nutritious diet seekers I came across this book to end up being very
balanced in its view on healthy diets. You might like to read further for greater detail, but this
would be a good start. this reserve will set you free from diet dogma ! I love the idea of
socializing and surviving in close knit communities. I can therefore choose those healthful
choices that are most pleasurable for me personally to eat and that produce my body feel good. I
am returning this. Good book I don't write a lot of testimonials, but I came across this book to be
specifically interesting and informative. It hits the highlights of Weston A. It gave me many
ideals about how I could start eating better rather than stressing about it It was interesting to
read about diets worldwide. The author clearly demonstrates that it's possible to be very healthy
on very different diets, from high carbohydrate to high protein paleo. Good overview of 2
longevity researchers I am somewhat acquainted with the subject and specifically the Blue Zone
research. I borrowed it free of charge.Not a long reserve or an exhaustive treatise about them
but clearly worth enough time to learn and compare the research. My applying for grants this
book. Nicely done An extremely nice concise summary of the eating habits of different sets of
people around the earth - eye-starting in showing that healthy feeding on is very variable,
depending on your geographical area and what is available - the big common element isn't
avoiding particular food groups (starches, meats, grains, fats, etc.) but avoiding processed and
junk food. I was given a complimentary duplicate of the book, through Reading Offers, therefore
i could give an honest review. Cost and the Blue Zones, in fact it is especially useful if you are
brand-new to this type of research and are considering adopting some brand-new practices.
Highly recommended for anyone interested in a wholesome active lifestyle. Overall, I enjoyed
scanning this book.Thanks I enjoyed this book quite definitely and I believe it'll .. Adequate
Primer This is an adequate primer on Weston A.. The writer looks at the diets and lifestyles of 11
long-lived, healthy sets of people, as described by two various other researchers, and gives his
interpretation of the facts. The book is very well written and the reasoning and conclusions of
the writer are smart. After years of looking for the healthiest diet for me, this book verified and
solidified my suspicion that there are more than one choice on consuming a healthy diet. Very
interesting!I received a free of charge copy of this book in return for an honest review. I enjoyed
reading this. "These were amazing! The Importance of Eatting REAL Meals - not processed food
products! There is more than enough choice for me to build myself a healthy diet plan out of
whatever healthful options are available where I live or travel to. Good writing for a thought-
provoking go through! They were vividly brought to life. The real constants in their diet plans
were that they ate genuine food, not processed food. Quick, easy interesting read! The matter
that was most prominent was every group consume true food and was healthful. I also totally
concur that families should be close and appearance out for every other. The writer summarizes
information on the eating patterns of several different cultures. At the end of the book, he
highlighted their different menus. We liked the descriptions of the various groups mentioned in
the research. Hirshberg mostly discussed other's experiences studying the diet plans of the
cultures with an extended life expectancy throughout the world. Other critical indicators in
longevity were: energetic social lives, being physically active - especially outdoors and surviving
in a supportive, relatively stress free of charge environment. It gave me many ideals about how
exactly I could start eating better and not stressing about it. I would recommend this book! An
easy and quick go through but worth it. I can't believe it only cost 99 cents and I was shocked to
discover the author is 21 years old. I will be returning this. Nutrition shouldn't be so
complicated. What the World Eats: Enlightening Facts This was a listing of the eating patterns of
several different cultures. The facts were interesting, and I arrived away with more



understanding of different palates all over the world, although I did so think the book was going
to be more about things that I could apply to my own diet and diet plan. I was given a
complimentary duplicate of this book, through Reading Offers, therefore i could give a genuine
review. doesn't even qualify as Cliff notes This is one of the worst book reports I've ever read..
And very poorly. He didn't capture most of the salient information, and lumped stuff together so
badly "the dietary plan has protein, carbs, and fats!" Most severe was the writing style. I think
that I can start cutting out processed foods and eat more of the healthful types. I couldn't do
that!" Other People's Work This was okay, not necessarily that informative. This meals was
collected, or grown locally. This reserve quickly and concisely brought 2 theories of longevity to
light. I'd not really give it three celebrities easily would have paid for it... It is long on the history
and philosophy or traditional diet that does against the grain (no pun designed. Price and
traditional dietary practice inspired . I enjoyed this book quite definitely and I believe it will
have a strong influence on the way I think about nourishment and health going forward.) of
modern know-how, but is brief on practical steps. Overall, it is a great read in case you are
thinking about the why rather than necessarily the how. At this time some of that choice
includes the wonderful traditional portuguese cheese and the beautiful salad vegetables
obtainable in Portugal. It wasn't much of . Yeah, that's all the author do - he wrote a publication
report on two books.. I discovered many things that I'm doing best, and also some points that I
could do better. It wasn't much of a reserve but more of an extended essay, without citations or
references in the entire book. Not one supply was credited, although I acknowledged most of
the information because I adhere to Weston A COST. I'm not sure how you can author a book
with based from science without using one single reference. I'm guessing this was self
published. The reserve contains no info on publication but just lists the authors name. It had
been really disappointing.
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